
Dear South Woods Families,  
	
 
We hope you are enjoying a beautiful fall weekend.  As mentioned in the email from the district Friday 
morning, the start and end times at both middle schools have changed.  Beginning tomorrow, September 
21st, our new start time will be 8:20 AM and our new dismissal will begin at 2:38 PM.  We are looking 
forward to the shift in timing having a positive impact on both PM bus schedules and the traffic challenges 
of the shared Syosset High School/South Woods campus.  Some changes for South Woods include: 
 
 

• Students will not be able to enter the building until closer to 8:00 as opposed to 7:55.  Parents 
dropping off should simply leave five minutes later. Please remember, Advisory starts at 8:20; 
therefore, there is no school-related need to arrive at 8:00. 	 

• Students taking the bus are being picked up at their bus stops at the same times. There has been 
no change to bus route times.	 

• Dismissal now begins at 2:38 for walkers, pick-ups, and the first buses to arrive. 
• Our entire bell schedule is simply being pushed back five minutes. The new bell schedule, along 

with further arrival and dismissal details, can be found here:	South	Woods	Bell	Schedule	and	
Arrival/Dismissal	Info	Effective	9/21	
 

	
 
Thank you for everyone's cooperation during arrival and dismissal.  We have made minor adjustments 
each day to make the process safer and more efficient, and we will continue to watch and analyze our 
procedures.  We ask that our community join us in ensuring student safety by not blocking local roads.  If 
a child has a note permitting her/him to walk, the object is to walk home, not to a neighboring block to a 
waiting car.  Many South Woods teachers, along with our night custodial crew who arrive at dismissal 
time, have reported concerns for pedestrian safety.  Now more than ever we need to look out for one 
another, and that includes working together to make sure students stay safe both on and off 
campus.  Please encourage students walking home to walk with a friend, stay on the sidewalk, and not 
approach unknown cars.  Bike riders must wear a helmet.	 
	
 
 
We are excited to begin week three tomorrow and look forward to seeing our students learning from both 
in school and at home. 
 	 
 
 
Warmly, Ms. Burget 
 
 


